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MODELING AURORA TYPE PHENOMENA BY
SHORT WAVE-LONG WAVE INTERACTIONS
IN MULTI-DIMENSIONAL LARGE MHD FLOWS
HERMANO FRID, DANIEL R. MARROQUIN, AND RONGHUA PAN
Abstract. We establish the convergence of an approximation scheme to a
model for aurora type phenomena. The latter, mathematically, means a sys-
tem describing the short wave-long wave (SW-LW) interactions for compress-
ible magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) flows, introduced in a previous work, which
presents short waves, governed by a nonlinear Schro¨dinger (NLS) equation
based on the Lagrangian coordinates of the fluid, and long waves, governed
by the compressible MHD system. The NLS equation and the compressible
MHD system are also explicitly coupled by an interaction potential in the NLS
equation and an interaction surface force in the momentum equation of the
MHD system, both multiplied by a small coefficient. Since the compressible
MHD flow is assumed to have large amplitude data, possibly forming vacuum,
the coefficient of the interaction terms may be taken as zero, due to the large
difference in scale between the two types of waves. In this case, the whole
coupling lies in the Lagrangian coordinates of the compressible MHD fluid
upon which the NLS equation is formulated. However, due to the possible
occurrence of vacuum, these Lagrangian coordinates are not well defined, and
herein lies the importance of the approximation scheme. The latter consists of
a system that formally approximates the SW-LW interaction system, including
non-zero vanishing interaction coefficients, together with an artificial viscos-
ity in the continuity equation, an artificial energy balance term, an artificial
pressure in the momentum equation and approximate Lagrangian coordinates,
which circumvent the possible occurrence of vacuum. We prove the conver-
gence of the solutions of the approximation scheme to a solution of a system
consisting of a NLS equation based on the coordinate system induced by the
scheme, and a compressible MHD system.
1. Introduction
The aim of this paper is to prove the convergence of an approximation scheme for
a system of equations modeling short wave-long wave (SW-LW) interactions, be-
tween the magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) equations and a nonlinear Schro¨dinger
(NLS) equation. In the model, the NLS equation is coupled to the MHD system
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along particle paths, meaning that the former is stated in a different coordinate
system, namely, the Lagrangian coordinates of the fluid. As such the short wave
may be regarded as a small perturbation that propagates along the streamlines of
the magnetohydrodynamic medium. This consideration motivates us to view both
the system and the approximation scheme as a model to describe and simulate
aurora type phenomena. In this connection, we find in the exposition about au-
roras in the Wikipedia the following paragraph (see also, e.g., [23]): “Auroras are
produced when the magnetosphere is sufficiently disturbed by the solar wind that
the trajectories of charged particles in both solar wind and magnetospheric plasma,
mainly in the form of electrons and protons, precipitate them into the upper atmo-
sphere (thermosphere/exosphere) due to Earth’s magnetic field, where their energy
is lost.”
The system we are concerned with is the following
ρt + div(ρu) = 0,(1.1)
(ρu)t + div(ρu⊗ u) +∇p = α∇(g′(1/ρ)h(|ψ ◦Y|2)(1.2)
+ (∇×H)×H+ divS,
Ht −∇× (u×H) = −∇× (ν∇×H),(1.3)
div H = 0,(1.4)
iψt +∆yψ = |ψ|2ψ + αg(v)h′(|ψ|2)ψ.(1.5)
The NLS equation and the compressible MHD system are also explicitly cou-
pled by an interaction potential in the NSL equation, namely, g(v)h′(|ψ|2), and an
interaction surface force in the momentum equation of the MHD system, namely,
∇(g′(1/ρ)h(|ψ ◦Y|2), both multiplied by a small coefficient α. Since the compress-
ible MHD flow is assumed to have large amplitude data, possibly forming vacuum,
we might take α = 0, due to the large difference in scale between the two types
of waves. In this case, the whole coupling lies in the Lagrangian coordinates of
the compressible MHD fluid upon which the NLS equation is formulated. However,
due to the possible occurrence of vacuum, these Lagrangian coordinates are not well
defined, and herein lies the importance of the approximation scheme (see (1.24)–
(1.27), (1.28)). The latter consists of a system that formally approximates the
SW-LW interaction system (1.1)–(1.5), including the interaction terms with α > 0,
together with an artificial viscosity in the continuity equation, an artificial energy
balance term and an artificial pressure in the momentum equation and approximate
Lagrangian coordinates, which circumvent the possible occurrence of vacuum. The
artificial viscosity in the continuity equation together with the artificial energy bal-
ance term and the artificial pressure are borrowed from the approximation scheme
introduced by Feireisl [9] for the Navier-Stokes equations.
We prove the convergence of the approximate solutions, as ε, α→ 0 and N →∞,
to a solution of a system consisting of a NLS equation based on the coordinate sys-
tem induced by the approximation scheme, and a compressible MHD system, where
ε is the artificial viscosity, α is the interaction coefficient and N is the “number
of harmonics” in the approximate Lagrangian velocity, uN . The convergence of
the scheme legitimizes the consideration of the induced coordinates as generalized
Lagrangian coordinates of the fluid. Since we address a boundary value problem
on a bounded domain and a cubic NLS, our analysis is carried out in the two-
dimensional space. Nevertheless, the same procedure could be carried out in R3 as
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long as we truncate the nonlinearity in the NLS equation, that is, we replace |ψ|2
by, say, min{|ψ|2, R}, for some R > 0 as large as we wish. Accordingly, the lower
bound for the adiabatic exponent γ instead of 1, in the 2D case, becomes 3/2 in
the 3D case.
In order to explain the terms in appearing in the equations (1.1)–(1.5) it is worth
reviewing briefly the deduction of the model.
Consider the MHD equations describing the dynamics of a compressible isen-
tropic conductive fluid in the presence of a magnetic field
ρt + div(ρu) = 0,(1.6)
(ρu)t + div(ρu⊗ u) +∇p = (∇×H)×H+ divS+ Fext,(1.7)
Ht −∇× (u×H) = −∇× (ν∇×H),(1.8)
div H = 0.(1.9)
Here, ρ ≥ 0 and u ∈ R3 denote the fluid’s density and velocity field, respectively,
and H ∈ R3 the magnetic field; p denotes the pressure, Fext accounts for possible
external forces and S is the viscous stress tensor given by
S = λ(divu)Id + µ(∇u+ (∇u)⊤).
The viscosity coefficients λ and µ satisfy 2µ + λ > 0 and µ > 0; ν > 0 is the
magnetic diffusivity.
The pressure, in general, depends on the density through a constitutive relation
of the form
p = p(ρ).
The MHD system above is stated in the Eulerian coordinates. The dependent
variables are functions of (x, t) where the spatial variable x belongs to R3 (or
to some domain contained in R3 that is occupied by the fluid). In the Eulerian
variables the motion is described from an outsider point of view.
As mentioned above, in the model, the nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation is stated
in the Lagrangian coordinates of the fluid. The Lagrangian description follows the
flow, as if the observer is on a boat following the stream lines. Accordingly the
Lagrangian coordinates are characterized by being constant along the streamlines
of the fluid and the change of variables can be defined through the flux Φ associated
to the fluid’s velocity field u, given by
(1.10)
{
dΦ
dt (t;x) = u(t,Φ(t;x)),
Φ(0;x) = x,
and the Lagrangian transformation Y(t,x) = (y(x, t), t) can be defined by the
relation
(1.11) y(t,Φ(t;x)) = y0(x),
where the function y0 is a diffeomorphism which may be chosen conveniently ac-
cording to the problem. In particular, from (1.10) we have that the Jacobian
JΦ(t;x) = det
(
∂Φ
∂x (t;x)
)
of the transformation x 7→ Φ(t;x) satisfies
(1.12)
dJΦ
dt
(t;x) = divu(t,Φ(t;x))JΦ(t;x),
JΦ(0;x) = 1.
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Then, choosing in Rd (for d = 2 or 3)
(1.13) y0(x) :=
( ∫ x1
0
ρ0(s, x2, x3)ds, x2, · · · , xd
)
,
where, ρ0 is the initial density ρ0(x) = ρ(0,x), a straightforward calculation shows
that (1.6), (1.11) and (1.12) imply that the Jacobian of the change of variables
defined as Jy(t;x) := det
(
∂y
∂z (t,Φ(t;x))
)
satisfies
d
dt
(
ρ(t,Φ(t;x))
Jy(t;x)
)
= 0.
That is,
(1.14) det
(
∂y
∂z
(t, z)
)
= ρ(t, z),
for all (t, z) ∈ [0,∞)×Rd.
Note, that this relation implies that the Lagrangian transformation becomes
singular in the presence of vacuum or concentration, that is, when the density
vanishes or becomes infinity.
Next, we consider the following nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation stated in the
Lagragian coordinates
(1.15) iψt +∆yψ = |ψ|2ψ +Gψ,
where ψ = ψ(y, t) is the complex valued wave function, G is a real valued func-
tion corresponding to a potential due to external forces and y is the Lagrangian
coordinate as defined above.
Finally, the Short Wave-Long Wave interactions are modelled by choosing the
external force term Fext in (1.7) and the potential term G in (1.15) as
(1.16) Fext = α∇(g′(1/ρ)h(|ψ ◦Y|2)), G = αg(v)h′(|ψ|2),
where the interaction coefficient α is a positive constant, Y(t,x) = (t,y(t,x)) is
the Lagrangian transformation as before, v(t,y) is the specific volume given by the
relation
(1.17) v(t,y(t,x)) =
1
ρ(t,x)
,
and g, h : [0,∞)→ [0,∞) are nonnegative smooth functions.
The most important feature of this coupling is that it is endowed with an energy
identity, which can be stated in differential form as{(
ρ(
1
2
|u|2 + e) + 1
2
|H|2)
t
+
(
µ|∇xu|2 + (λ+ µ)(divxu)2 + ν|∇x ×H|2
)
(1.18)
+ divx
(
u(ρ(
1
2
|u|2 + e) + p+ αg′(1/ρ)h(|ψ ◦Y|2)))
− divx
(
S · u+ (u×H)×H+H× ν(∇x ×H)
)}
dx
= −
{(1
2
|∇yψ(t,y)|2 + 1
4
|ψ(t,y)|4 + αg(v(t,y))h(|ψ(t,y)|2)
t
− divy(ψt∇yψ + ψt∇yψ)
}
dy,
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where, e = e(ρ) is the internal energy given by
e(ρ) :=
∫ ρ p(s)
s2
ds.
Indeed, the usual energy identity for the isentropic MHD equations reads(
ρ(
1
2
|u|2 + e) + 1
2
|H|2)
t
+
(
µ|∇u|2 + (λ+ µ)(divu)2 + ν|∇ ×H|2)(1.19)
+ div
(
u(ρ(
1
2
|u|2 + e) + p))− div(S · u+ (u×H)×H+H× ν(∇×H))
= Fext · u.
In our particular situation Fext is given by (1.16), so that
Fext · u = αdiv(g′(1/ρ)h(|ψ ◦Y|2)u)− αg′(1/ρ)h(|ψ ◦Y|2)divu.
Multiplying (1.1) by −(1/ρ)αg′(1/ρ)h(|ψ ◦Y|2) we deduce that
−αg′(1/ρ)h(|ψ ◦Y|2)divu = −α(g(1/ρ)t + u · ∇xg(1/ρ))h(|ψ ◦Y|2)ρ.
Observe that from the definition of Y we have the conversion formula between
Eulerian and Lagrangian coordinates:
β(t,y)t = (β ◦Y(t,x))t + u · ∇x(β ◦Y(t,x)),
or synthetically,
β(t,y)t = βt(t,x) + u · ∇xβ(t,x).
Keeping in mind the previously deduced formula (1.14) for the Jacobian of the
Lagrangian transformation synthesized by the identity dy = ρ(t,x)dx, we multiply
equation (1.5) by ψt (the complex conjugate of ψt), take real part and incorporate
the definition of G to obtain
− α(g(1/ρ)t + u · ∇xg(1/ρ))h(|ψ ◦Y|2)ρdx
= −αg(v(t,y))t h(|ψ(t,y)|2)dy
= −α
{(
g(v(t,y))h(|ψ(t,y)|2)
)
t
− g(v(t,y))h(|ψ(t,y)|2)t
}
dy
= −
{(1
2
|∇yψ(t,y)|2 + 1
4
|ψ(t,y)|4 + αg(v(t,y))h(|ψ(t,y)|2)
t
− divy(ψt∇yψ + ψt∇yψ)
}
dy.
Putting all of this information together and replacing it in the energy identity
(1.19) we arrive at (1.18).
In particular, under suitable integrability conditions, this identity yields an in-
tegral form of the conservation of energy:
d
dt
∫ (
ρ
(
1
2
|u|2 + e
)
+
1
2
|H|2
)
dx
+
∫ (
µ|∇xu|2 + (λ+ µ)(divxu)2 + ν|∇x ×H|2
)
dx
+
d
dt
∫ (
1
2
|∇yψ(t,y)|2 + 1
4
|ψ(t,y)|4 + αg(v(t,y))h(|ψ(t,y)|2)
)
dy = 0.
This kind of coupling was first studied in 2011 by Dias and Frid in [6] where,
inspired by the work of Benney on short wave-long wave interactions in [5], they
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proposed a similar model consisting of a coupling between the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions for a compressible isentropic (non-heat conductive) fluid and a nonlinear
Schro¨dinger equation, studying existence and uniqueness of global solutions and
the problem of vanishing viscosity and interaction coefficient limit in the one space
dimensional context.
Later, in 2014, Frid, Pan and Zhang included the thermal description and ad-
dressed the problem of global existence of smooth solutions to the Cauchy problem,
when the initial data are smooth small perturbations of an equilibrium state; this
time in the full three dimensional case (see [12]).
More recently, in 2016, Frid, Jia and Pan, included the magnetic description,
obtaining the model above, and showed existence, uniqueness and decay rates of
smooth solutions for small initial data, also in the three-dimensional context ([13]).
Our main goal here is to study the initial-boundary value problem for the mul-
tidimensional case with large data. The main difficulty that we face in this setting
is the possible occurrence of vacuum. As the Lagrangian transformation becomes
singular in the presence of vacuum an effective coupling of the fluid equations with
the nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation can not be made in a straightforward way.
In order to overcome these difficulties, we define the interaction through a reg-
ularized system that provides a good definition for an approximate Lagrangian
coordinate. Then, after showing existence of solutions, we show convergence of the
sequence to a solution of the limit decoupled system as the regularizing parame-
ters vanish together with the interaction coefficient at a specific rate, thus making
sense of the Short Wave-Long wave interactions in the limit process. Although the
limit Schro¨dinger equation, when the interaction coefficient α is equal to zero, is
apparently decoupled from the MHD system, it is stated in a coordinate system
associated to the limit velocity field through the limit process.
For simplicity, we focus on the isentropic case, that is, the case of a non heat-
conductive fluid.
Let us remark that the results that we present here hold in a smooth bounded
open spatial domain in R2. The only restriction that does not allow us to proceed
in the full three dimensional one comes from the lack of global solvability of the
cubic nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation in a bounded domain of R3. However, should
this be shown to hold our methods can be adapted to the three dimensional case.
We also remark that the same procedure could be carried out in R3 as long as
we truncate the nonlinearity in the NLS equation, that is, we replace |ψ|2 by, say,
min{|ψ|2, R}, for some R > 0 as large as we wish. Accordingly, the lower bound
for the adiabatic exponent γ instead of 1, in the 2D case, becomes 3/2 in the 3D
case.
1.1. Regularized problem. In this subsection we introduce our regularized sys-
tem that allows us to model the short wave-long wave interactions allowing for large
initial data. Unfortunately, as already mentioned, a technical difficulty, related to
the global solvability of the cubic nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation in a bounded do-
main of R3, prevents us to proceed in the full three dimensional setting. Thus our
analysis is limited to the two dimensional case.
Let us consider the two-dimensional system for an isentropic magnetohydro-
dynamic flow. The two-dimensional MHD equations are deduced from the full
three-dimensional ones under the assumption that all the involved functions are
independent of the third variable. Accordingly, we assume that our state variables
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ρ ≥ 0, u ∈ R3 and H ∈ R3 are functions of (x, t) ∈ Ω × [0, T ], with Ω a smooth
bounded domain of R2 and T > 0 arbitrary. Appealing to some abuse of nota-
tion and keeping in mind that the partial derivatives of the involved functions with
respect to the third variable are zero, we can write the two-dimensional system
exactly as the full three dimensional one as follows
ρt + div(ρu) = 0,(1.20)
(ρu)t + div (ρu⊗ u) +∇p = divS+ (∇×H)×H+ Fext,(1.21)
Ht + curl (νcurl (H)) = curl(u×H),(1.22)
div H = 0,(1.23)
where, as before,
S = λ(divu)Id + µ(∇u+ (∇u)⊤).
Regarding the pressure p, we assume that it is given by a γ-law, that is,
p(ρ) = aργ ,
for some a > 0 and γ > 1.
Since we allow for large initial data, we work with weak solutions. As a result,
the Lagrangian transformation as defined before may become singular due to the
possible occurrence of vacuum in finite time.
In order to work around the lack of regularity of the density, we first add an
artificial viscosity to the continuity equation (1.20). Fix ε > 0 and δ > 0 and
consider the following regularized system
ρt + div(ρu) = ε∆ρ,(1.24)
(ρu)t + div(ρu⊗ u) +∇(aργ + δρβ) + ε∇u · ∇ρ(1.25)
= divS+ (∇×H)×H+ Fext,
Ht −∇× (u×H) = −∇× (ν∇×H),(1.26)
div H = 0.(1.27)
Note that besides the artificial viscosity added to the continuity equation, two
new terms appeared in the momentum equation (1.21). The term δρβ , where
β > 1, acts as an artificial pressure and is intended to provide better estimates
on the density, whereas the term ε∇u · ∇ρ is set to equate the unbalance in the
energy estimates of the MHD equations caused by the introduction of the artificial
viscosity. This approximate system resembles the one employed by Hu and Wang
in [15] where they study the existence of weak solutions to the three dimensional
MHD equations. A similar approximation was introduced by Feireisl, et al. in [10]
in the study of the Navier-Stokes equations, who, in turn, followed the pioneering
ideas by P.-L. Lions in [21]. Recall that ε and δ are small positive constants and the
analysis that we intend to develop will provide insights that justify the accuracy to
which this regularized model approximates the desired SW-LW interaction.
Now, as it turns out, even in this regularized setting the velocity field might not
be smooth enough to provide a good enough definition of Lagrangian transformation
that we can work with. More specifically, in the present situation there is no a priori
bound available for the Jacobian of the Lagrangian transformation, as it depends
on the L∞ norm of divu. For this reason we replace the velocity by a suitable
smooth approximation uN (which tends to u as N → ∞) in the definition of the
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Lagrangian transformation. Thus obtaining an approximate Lagrangian coordinate
defined as before with u replaced by uN .
In order to define such an approximation of the velocity we consider the following
subspaces of L2(Ω). For each n ∈ N consider the space Xn ⊆ L2(Ω;R3) defined as
Xn := En × En × En,
where, En = span{ηj : j = 1, ..., n} and η1, η2, · · · is the complete collection of
normalized eigenvectors of the Laplacian with zero boundary condition in Ω; with
respective projection
Pn : L
2(Ω)→ Xn,
With this notation, given N ∈ N we define uN as
(1.28) uN = PNu.
Note that for any u(x, t) that satisfies u(·, t) ∈ L2(Ω) for a.e. t, uN thus defined
is smooth and can be written as
(1.29) uN (x, t) =
N∑
j=1
uNj (t)ηj(x),
for some vector valued coefficients uNj (t), j = 1, · · · , N ; and satisfies,
(1.30) ||uN (t)||L2(Ω) =

 N∑
j=1
|uNj (t)|2


1/2
.
In fact, in light of (1.29) we have that
(1.31) ||∇uN ||L∞(Ω) ≤ CN ||uN ||L2(Ω) ≤ CN ||u||L2(Ω),
where
(1.32) CN := N max
j=1,··· ,N
||∇ηj ||L∞(Ω).
With this in mind, we define the Lagrangian transformation Y (t,x) = Y (t,y(t,x))
through (1.10), (1.11) with the fluid’s velocity u replaced by uN . Recall that we
have a certain flexibility in the choice of the function y0. In the previous Section
we chose it in terms of the initial density as it yielded a convenient expression for
the Jacobian of the Lagrangian transformation, namely (1.13).
In the present situation, however, as we allow for vacuum, even in the initial
data, we go another direction and choose
y0(x) = x.
With this choice for the initial diffemorphism, we see that for every t ≥ 0 the
coordinate change is a diffeomorphism from Ω into itself as well, and this holds for
any N . This is due to the zero boundary conditions satisfied by each approximate
velocity field uN .
With these modifications we now have a smoothed Lagrangian coordinate. Nonethe-
less, with the new definition we lose relation (1.14) and instead we have
(1.33) Jy(t) = exp
[
−
∫ t
0
div uN (s,Φ(s, x))ds
]
.
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Note that, by Poincare´’s inequality, (1.31) implies
exp
[
−CN
(
t+
∫ t
0
||u(s)||2H10 (Ω)ds
)]
≤ Jy(t)
≤ exp
[
CN
(
t+
∫ t
0
||u(s)||2H10 (Ω)ds
)]
,(1.34)
provided that u ∈ L2(0, T ;H10 (Ω)), which is to be expected for the kind of solutions
that we work with.
Now that we have a Lagrangian coordinate we can talk about the SW-LW in-
teractions. To that end, we consider the following nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation
stated in the newly defined Lagrangian coordinates
(1.35) iψt +∆yψ = |ψ|2ψ +Gψ,
where ψ is the complex valued wave function and G is a real valued function cor-
responding to a potential. In order to complete our regularized model we have to
define the coupling terms through the external force term Fext in (1.21) and the
potential G. As before we choose G as
(1.36) G = αg(v)h′(|ψ|2).
Regarding Fext we choose
(1.37) Fext = α∇
(
Jy
ρ
g′(1/ρ)h(|ψ ◦Y|2)
)
,
where, as before, g, h : [0,∞) → [0,∞) are nonnegative smooth functions and we
demand that
(1.38)


g(0) = h(0) = 0,
supp g′ compact in (0,∞),
supph′ compact in [0,∞).
Note that this coincides with our previous choice (1.16) once we realize that
in our original model we had that Jy = ρ. Also observe that, although vacuum
is permitted in our new model, the fact that g is compactly supported in (0,∞)
clarifies any ambiguity in the definition of Fext.
As a result we end up with the following system of equations:
ρt + div(ρu) = ε∆ρ,(1.39)
(ρu)t + div(ρu⊗ u) +∇(aργ + δρβ) + ε∇u · ∇ρ(1.40)
= ∇(αJy
ρ
g′(1/ρ)h(|ψ ◦Y|2)) + (∇×H)×H+ divS,
Ht −∇× (u×H) = −∇× (ν∇×H),(1.41)
div H = 0.(1.42)
iψt +∆yψ = |ψ|2ψ + αg(v)h′(|ψ|2)ψ,(1.43)
Regarding this new system, we prove the existence of solutions on a time interval
[0, TN ], where TN depends on ε, α and N . After this, we show the convergence of
the approximate solutions when the artificial viscosity ε together with the interac-
tion coefficients α tend to zero and as N tends to infinity at a specific rate at which
TN tends to infinity. Then, we make δ tend to zero and show convergence (on an
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arbitrary time interval [0, T ]) to a solution of the system formed by the MHD equa-
tions together with the decoupled nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation. In other words,
we find a solution to the limit decoupled system, consisting of the MHD equations
and a nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation, as the limit of a sequence of solutions of the
regularized SW-LW interactions system.
As emphasized before, the proposed approximation scheme has the purpose to
legitimize the coordinates of the limiting Schro¨dinger equation to be considered as
the Lagrangian coordinates of the fluid in a generalized sense.
We consider the initial-boundary value problem for system (1.39)-(1.43) with
initial data
(1.44) (ρ, ρu,H)(x, 0) = (ρ0,m0,H0)(x), ψ(y, 0) = ψ0(y),
where m0 is the initial momentum. Again, as vacuum is possible, it is better to
regard the initial data in terms of the momentum instead of the velocity field.
With respect to the boundary conditions we demand that
(1.45) (∇ρ · n,u,H)|∂Ω = 0, ψ|∂Ωy = 0.
Note that a Neumann boundary condition was added for the density as a result
of the introduction of the artificial viscosity in the continuity equation.
With this notation we can state our first main result as follows.
Theorem 1.1. Let T > 0 be given and N ∈ N be fixed. Suppose that the initial
data is smooth and that
(1.46) M−10 ≤ ρ0 ≤M1,
for some positive constants M0 and M1. Assume, further, that β is big enough.
Then, if ε and α are small and satisfy ε
2
α ≫ 1, there exists a solution (ρ,u,H, ψ) of
(1.39)-(1.43) with initial and boundary conditions (1.44), (1.45). Moreover there is
some 1 < r < 2, independent of N , ε, α and δ such that
(1) ρ is nonnegative and
(1.47) ρ ∈ Lr(0, T ;W 2,r(Ω)) ∩ Lβ+1(Ω× (0, T )), ρt ∈ Lr(Ω× (0, T ));
(2) u,H ∈ L2(0, T ;H10 (Ω));
(3) ψ ∈ L∞(0, T ;H10(Ω))
(4) the initial and boundary conditions are satisfied in the sense of traces.
Furthermore, we have that
(1.48) E(t) + ε
∫ t
0
∫
Ω
(aγργ−2 + δβρβ−2)|∇ρ|2dxds ≤ E(0) + ε1/2R,
for a.e. t ∈ [0, T ], where
E(t) =
∫
Ω
(
1
2
ρ|u|2 + a
γ − 1ρ
γ +
δ
β − 1ρ
β +
1
2
|H|2
)
dx
+
∫
Ωy
(
1
2
|∇yψ|2 + 1
4
|ψ|4 + αg(v)h(|ψ|2)
)
dy
+
∫ t
0
∫
Ω
(µ|∇u|2 + (λ+ µ)(divu)2 + ν|∇H|2)dxds,(1.49)
and
R := ε||ρ0||W 2,r(Ω) + ||ρ0||2H1(Ω) + E(0) + 1.
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Let us make some remarks on the statement of this theorem. First, the largeness
assumed on β is to be understood in the following sense. Theorem 1.1 holds, as will
be shown later, with r ∈ (1, 2) as long as β > max{ 2r2−r , 2rr−1}. Second, Theorem 1.1
does not actually assert the existence of global solutions to the regularized SW-LW
interactions. It affirms that given a prefixed T > 0, there is a solution in the time
interval [0, T ] satisfying (1.48) as long as ε
2
α is big enough. Remember that ε is
an artificial small parameter we introduced in order to regularize the continuity
equation. The reason for this hypothesis is to control uniformly in N the Jacobian
of the regularized Lagrangian transformation (which may explode as N → ∞).
More specifically, we are going to show that (1.48) holds as long as T ≤ TN , where
TN = TN(α, ε) is defined in terms of CN from (1.31) as
(1.50) TN :=
1
CN
log
(
ε2
α
)
− 1
µ
(E(0) + ε1/2R),
whenever the right hand side is positive, which is the case, in particular, for α and
ε small enough satisfying ε
2
α ≫ 1.
We intend to analyze convergence of solutions to the regularized system as
(ε, α,N) → (0, 0,∞) and we do it based on the energy estimate (1.48). Thus,
if we are looking for convergence to a global solution of the limit problem we sim-
ply have to ensure that this TN covers any given bounded interval for big enough
N and small enough ε and α. This is the case if, for instance, we take the limit
(ε, α,N)→ (0, 0,∞) at any rate that satisfies
(1.51)
(
ε2
α
)1/CN
→∞.
Consider the limit problem
ρt + div(ρu) = 0(1.52)
(ρu)t + div(ρu⊗ u) +∇(aργ + δρβ)(1.53)
= (∇×H)×H+ µ∆u+ (λ+ µ)∇(divu),
Ht −∇× (u×H) = −∇× (ν∇×H),(1.54)
div H = 0.(1.55)
iψt +∆yψ = |ψ|2ψ,(1.56)
with initial and boundary conditions (1.44) and
(1.57) (u,H)|∂Ω = 0, ψ|∂Ωy = 0.
Concerning the convergence of the approximate solutions provided by Theo-
rem 1.1 we establish the following.
Theorem 1.2. Let (ρε,uε,Hε, ψε) be the solution of the regularized system (1.39)-
(1.43) provided by Theorem 1.1. Then, there is a subsequence (not relabelled)
that converges to a global weak solution (ρ,u,H, ψ) of system (1.52)-(1.56), where
the initial and boundary conditions are satisfied in the sense of distributions, as
(ε, α,N)→ (0, 0,∞) provided that
(1.58)
(
ε2
α
)1/CN
→∞,
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where CN is given by (1.32).
Moreover, the density ρ is nonnegative and satisfies equation (1.52) in the sense
of renormalized solutions, meaning that
(1.59) B(ρ)t + div(B(ρ)u) + b(ρ)divu = 0,
is satisfied also in the sense of distributions, for any functions
(1.60)
B ∈ C[0,∞) ∩ C1(0,∞), b ∈ C[0,∞), bounded on [0,∞), B(0) = b(0) = 0,
satisfying
(1.61) b(z) = B′(z)z −B(z).
Furthermore, we have that
ρε → ρ weakly-* in L∞(0, T ;Lβ(Ω))(1.62)
uε → u weakly in L2(0, T ;H10(Ω))(1.63)
Hε → H strongly in L2(Ω× (0, T ))(1.64)
and weakly-* in L2(0, T ;H1(Ω)) ∩ L∞(0, T ;L2(Ω))
ψε → ψ strongly in C(0, T ;L2(Ω)) and weakly-* in L∞(0, T ;H10 (Ω)),(1.65)
(1.66) ρε → ρ in C([0, T ];L1(Ω))
and
(1.67) aργε + δρ
β
ε → aργ + δρβ ,
in the sense of distributions, are satisfied along with the energy inequality
(1.68) Eδ(t) ≤ Eδ(0),
for a.e. t ∈ (0, T ) where,
Eδ(t) =
∫
Ω
(
1
2
ρ|u|2 + a
γ − 1ρ
γ +
δ
β − 1ρ
β +
1
2
|H|2
)
dx(1.69)
+
∫
Ωy
(
1
2
|∇yψ|2 + 1
4
|ψ|4
)
dy
+
∫ t
0
∫
Ω
(µ|∇u|2 + (λ + µ)(divu)2 + ν|∇H|2)dxds.
Consider also the limit problem as δ → 0.
ρt + div(ρu) = 0,(1.70)
(ρu)t + div(ρu⊗ u) +∇(aργ)(1.71)
= (∇×H)×H+ div(λ(divu)Id + µ(∇u+ (∇u)⊤)),
Ht −∇× (u×H) = −∇× (ν∇×H),(1.72)
div H = 0.(1.73)
iψt +∆yψ = |ψ|2ψ,(1.74)
subject to initial and boundary conditions
(1.75) (ρ, ρu,H)(x, 0) = (ρ0,m0,H0)(x), ψ(y, 0) = ψ0(y),
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and
(1.76) (u,H)|∂Ω = 0, ψ|∂Ωy = 0,
with initial data satisfying
(1.77)


ρ0 ≥ 0, ρ0 ∈ Lγ(Ω),
|m0|
ρ0
∈ L1(Ω),
H0 ∈ L2(Ω),
ψ0 ∈ H10 (Ω).
Once Theorem 1.2 has been proved, by repeating line by line the arguments in
[15, Section 5] we arrive at our final result.
Theorem 1.3. Let (ρδ,uδ,Hδ, ψδ) be the solution of the decoupled system (1.52)-
(1.56), (1.57) with initial data
(ρδ,uδ,Hδ, ψδ)|t=0 = (ρ0δ,u0δ,H0δ, ψ0δ)
provided by Theorem 1.2. Then, as δ → 0 we have that
ρδ → ρ, weakly-* in L∞(0, T ;Lγ(Ω)) and strongly in C([0, T ];Lγweak(Ω)),(1.78)
uδ → u weakly in L2(0, T ;H10(Ω)),(1.79)
Hδ → H weakly in L2(0, T ;H10 (Ω)) and strongly in C([0, T ];L2weak(Ω)),(1.80)
ψδ → ψ strongly in C([0, T ];L4(Ω)) and weakly-* in L∞(0, T ;H10 (Ω)),(1.81)
subject to a subsequence as the case may be, where (ρ,u,H, ψ) is a global weak
solution of (1.70)-(1.74) with initial data (1.75) satisfying (1.77) and boundary
conditions (1.76), satisfied in the sense of distributions. In fact we have that
(1.82) ρδ → ρ, in C([0, T ];L1(Ω))
Moreover, ρ solves (1.70) in the sense of renormalized solutions, meaning that
(1.59) is satisfied in the sense of distributions with B and b as in (1.60) and (1.61).
Furthermore, we have that
(1.83) E(t) ≤ E(0),
for a.e. t with
E(t) =
∫
Ω
(
1
2
ρ|u|2 + a
γ − 1ρ
γ +
1
2
|H|2
)
dx(1.84)
+
∫ t
0
∫
Ω
(µ|∇u|2 + (λ + µ)(divu)2 + ν|∇H|2)dxds,
and,
(1.85)
∫
Ωy
(
1
2
|∇yψ|2 + 1
4
|ψ|4
)
dy =
∫
Ωy
(
1
2
|∇yψ0|2 + 1
4
|ψ0|4
)
dy,
also for a.e. t.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we show existence of
solutions to the regularized problem. Finally Sections 3 and 4 are devoted to the
convergence of the sequence of solutions to the approximate problem to a solution
of the limit problem. As emphasized above, the proposed approximation scheme
has the purpose to legitimize the coordinates of the limiting Schro¨dinger equation
to be considered as the Lagrangian coordinates of the fluid in a generalized sense.
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2. Solutions to the regularized system
The proof of Theorem 1.1 consists in a Faedo-Galerkin method. We are going
to apply Shauder’s fixed point theorem in the finite-dimensional space Xn in order
to solve the momentum equation, having solved all the other equations in terms of
the velocity. This provides a local approximate solution of the regularized system.
Then, we deduce an energy estimate, corresponding to (1.48), that allows us to
extend the local approximate solutions to the time interval [0, TN ]. As mentioned
before, our analysis is based on the work by Hu and Wang in [15] in the study of the
multidimensional MHD equations and also on the work by Feireisl, et al. in [10] and
the work of P.-L. Lions in [21] in the study of the Navier-Stokes equations, although
we had to develop new estimates in order to include the SW-LW interactions.
The rest of this Section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.1.
2.1. Approximate solutions, Faedo-Galerkin scheme. Let us now fix ε, α, δ,
β and N as in the statement of Theorem 1.1. For each n ∈ N, we consider the
space Xn as defined before. We are going to apply Schauder’s fixed point theorem
in order to find a function un ∈ C(0, T ;Xn) that satisfies equation (1.40) in an
approximate way. In order to achieve this, we must first show that given a function
u ∈ Xn all the other equations (1.39), (1.41), (1.42) and (1.43) can be solved in
terms of it.
Let us begin with the solvability of the continuity equation in terms of the
velocity. Specifically, we consider the problem
(2.1)


ρt + div(ρu) = ε∆ρ, on Ω× (0, T )
∇ρ · n = 0, on ∂Ω
ρ = ρ0, on Ω× {t = 0}.
Lemma 2.1. Let ρ0 ∈ C2+ζ(Ω), ζ > 0 and u ∈ C([0, T ];C20 (Ω)) be given. Assume,
further, that ∇ρ0 · n = 0 on ∂Ω.
Then, problem (2.1) has a unique classical solution ρ such that
(2.2) ∂tρ ∈ C([0, T ];Cζ(Ω)), ρ ∈ C([0, T ];C2+ζ(Ω)).
Moreover, suppose that the initial function ρ0 is positive and let
u→ ρ[u]
be the solution mapping which assigns to any u ∈ C([0, T ];C20(Ω)) the unique solu-
tion ρ of (2.1).
Then, this mapping takes bounded sets in the space C([0, T ];C20 (Ω)) into bounded
sets in the space
V := {∂tρ ∈ C([0, T ];Cζ(Ω)), ρ ∈ C([0, T ];C2+ζ(Ω))}
and
u ∈ C([0, T ];C20(Ω))→ ρ[u] ∈ C1([0, T ]× Ω)
is continuous.
For the proof of this Lemma, we refer to [9, Proposition 7.1] (cf. [10, Lemma 2.2]).
Let us point out that solutions of the parabolic problem (2.1) obey the maximum
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principle which implies that
( inf
x∈Ω
ρ0(x, 0)) exp
(
−
∫ t
0
||divu||L∞(Ω)ds
)
≤ ρ(x, t)
≤ (sup
x∈Ω
ρ0(x, 0)) exp
(∫ t
0
||divu||L∞(Ω)ds
)
,(2.3)
for all t ∈ [0, T ] and all x ∈ Ω.
We also have to consider the following problem for the magnetic field
(2.4)


Ht −∇× (u×H) = −∇× (ν∇×H), on Ω× (0, T )
div H = 0, on Ω× (0, T )
H = 0, on ∂Ω
H = H0, on Ω× {t = 0}.
Regarding this problem we have the following result as presented by Hu and
Wang (see [15, Lemma 3.2]):
Lemma 2.2. Assume that u ∈ C([0, T ];C20 (Ω)) is given. Then, problem (2.4) has
a unique solution H that satisfies
(2.5) H ∈ L2(0, T ;H10 (Ω)) ∩ L∞(0, T ;L2(Ω)),
which solves (2.4) in the weak sense and satisfies the initial and boundary conditions
in the sense of traces. Moreover, let
u→ H[u]
be the solution operator which assigns to u ∈ C([0, T ];C2(Ω)) the unique solution
H of (2.4). Then, this mapping maps bounded sets in C([0, T ];C20(Ω)) into bounded
subsets of
Y := L2(0, T ;H10 (Ω)) ∩ L∞(0, T ;L2(Ω)),
and
u ∈ C([0, T ];C2(Ω))→ H ∈ Y
is continuous.
Finally, we move on to the solvability of the nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation in
terms of u. It is this issue that poses a restriction on the dimension of Ω. To
our knowledge, the global solvability of the nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation on a
bounded domain of Rd with large initial data is an open problem for d > 2. In the
two-dimensional case, however, we have the result by Brezis and Gallouet at hand
(see [3]) whose proof we can addapt to our present situation.
Consider the following problem
(2.6)


iψt +∆yψ = |ψ|2ψ + αg(v)h′(|ψ|2)ψ, on Ωy × (0, T )
ψ = 0, on ∂Ωy
ψ = ψ0, on Ωy × {t = 0},
where, v = v[u] is given by
v(t,y(t,x)) =
1
ρ[u](t,x)
,
ρ[u] is as in Lemma 2.1 and y is the approximate Lagrangian coordinate associated
to the approximate velocity field uN . Then, we can prove the following.
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Lemma 2.3. Assume that ψ0 ∈ H2(Ωy) ∩ H10 (Ωy) and u ∈ C([0, T ];C20(Ω)) are
given. Then, problem (2.6) has a unique solution ψ that satisfies
(2.7) ψ ∈ C([0, T ];H2(Ωy) ∩H10 (Ωy)) ∩ C1([0, T ];L2(Ωy)).
Moreover, let
u→ ψ[u]
be the solution operator which assigns to u ∈ C([0, T ];C2(Ω)) the unique solution
ψ of (2.6). Then, this mapping maps bounded sets in C([0, T ];C20(Ω)) into bounded
subsets of
Z := C(0, T ;H10 (Ωy) ∩ L2(Ω))
and
u ∈ C([0, T ];C2(Ω))→ ψ ∈ Z
is continuous.
As this result is not explicitly covered by Brezis and Gallouet’s one, we prove
it next using an adaptation of their proof. For this we need the following two
preliminary results.
The first one is due to Brezis and Gallouet and reads as
Lemma 2.4. There is a constant C > 0 depending only on Ω such that
||ψ||L∞(Ω) ≤ C
(
1 +
√
log[1 + ||ψ||H2(Ω)]
)
,
for every ψ ∈ H2(Ω) with ||ψ||H1(Ω) ≤ 1.
We refer to [3] for the proof.
The second preliminary result is a particular case of a well known theorem due
to Segal in [24], whose statement below is found in [3].
Lemma 2.5. Assume H is a Hilbert Space and A : D(A) ⊆ H → H is an m-
accretive linear operator. Assume F is a mapping from D(A) into itself which is
Lipschitz on every bounded subset of D(A), the latter endowed with the graph norm
‖ψ‖A := ‖ψ‖+ ‖Aψ‖.
Then, for every ψ0 ∈ D(A) there exists a unique solution ψ of the equation{
dψ
dt +Aψ = F (ψ),
ψ(0) = ψ0,
defined for t ∈ [0, Tmax) such that
ψ ∈ C1([0, Tmax);H) ∩C([0, Tmax);D(A)),
with the additional property that{
either Tmax =∞,
or Tmax <∞ and limtրTmax ||ψ||A =∞.
Let us also state the very useful Aubin-Lions lemma (see [19, 1]) for future
reference. (A version of) Aubin-Lions lemma may be stated as (see [25])
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Lemma 2.6 (Aubin-Lions Lemma). Let X0, X and X1 be Banach spaces such that
X0 ⊂ X ⊂ X1
Supose that X0 is compactly embedded in X and that X is continuously embedded
in X1. For 1 ≤ α0, α1 ≤ ∞, let
W := {v ∈ Lα0(0, T ;X0), dv
dt
∈ Lα1(0, T ;X1)},
under the norm
||v||W = ||v||Lα0(0,T ;X0) +
∥∥∥∥dvdt
∥∥∥∥
Lα1(0,T ;X1)
.
Then,
(i) If α0 <∞, then the embedding of W into Lα0(0, T ;X) is compact;
(ii) If α0 = ∞ and α1 > 1, then the embedding of W into C([0, T ];X) is
compact.
With these tools at hand we can proceed with the proof of Lemma 2.3.
Proof of Lemma 2.3. We want to solve the equation (2.6). For this, following
closely [3], we apply Lemma 2.5 with H = L2(Ωy), A(ψ) =
1
i∆yψ, D(A) =
H2(Ωy) ∩H10 (Ωy) and
F (ψ) = 1i |ψ|2ψ + αi g(v)h′(|ψ|2)ψ.
It is enough to show that ||ψ||H2(Ωy) remains bounded on every bounded interval.
Fix T > 0 and consider ψ solving (2.6) on the time interval [0, T ).
First, Multiplying (2.6) by ψ, taking imaginary part and integrating we have
||ψ(t)||L2(Ωy) = ||ψ0||L2(Ωy).
Similarly, multiplying (2.6) by ψt, taking real part and integrating we have
1
2
∫
Ωy
|∇ψ|2dy + 1
4
∫
Ωy
|ψ|4dy
=
1
2
∫
Ωy
|∇ψ0|2dy + 1
4
∫
Ωy
|ψ0|4dy +
∫ t
0
∫
Ωy
αg(v)h(|ψ|2)tdyds.(2.8)
Now,∫ t
0
∫
Ωy
αg(v)h(|ψ|2)tdyds =
∫
Ωy
αg(v)h(|ψ|2)dy −
∫
Ωy
αg(v0)h(|ψ0|2)dy
−
∫ t
0
∫
Ωy
αg(v)th(|ψ|2)dyds.
Regarding the last term on the right hand side and using the definition of the
Lagrangian transformation∫ t
0
∫
Ωy
αg(v)th(|ψ|2)dyds =
∫ t
0
∫
Ωy
αg′(1/ρ)h(|ψ ◦Y|2)
((1
ρ
)
t
+ uN · ∇(1
ρ
))
Jydx.(2.9)
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As u ∈ C([0, T ];C20 (Ω)), we have that |Jy| ≤ C and using (1.38) and Lemma 2.1
we have that the right hand side of (2.9) is bounded, that is∣∣∣∣∣
∫ t
0
∫
Ωy
αg(v)th(|ψ|2)dyds
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C.
This implies that
(2.10) ||∇ψ(t)||L2(Ωy) ≤ C.
Next, let S(t) be the isometry group generated by A. Then,
ψ(t) = S(t)ψ0 +
1
i
∫ t
0
S(t− s)(|ψ(s)|2ψ(s)− αg(v)h′(|ψ(s)|2)ψ(s))ds,
and, so
Aψ(t) = S(t)Aψ0 +
1
i
∫ t
0
S(t− s)A [(|ψ(s)|2ψ(s)− αg(v)h′(|ψ(s)|2)ψ(s))] ds.
Consequently,
||Aψ(t)||L2(Ωy) ≤||Aψ0||L2(Ωy) +
∫ t
0
||A[|ψ(s)|2ψ(s)]|L2(Ωy)ds
+ α
∫ t
0
||A[g(v(s))h(|ψ(s)|2)ψ(s)]||L2(Ωy)ds.
Using (2.10), Lemma 2.4 can be used to show that
(2.11)∫ t
0
||A[|ψ(s)|2ψ(s)]|L2(Ωy)ds ≤ C
∫ t
0
||ψ(s)||H2(Ωy)
(
1 + log[1 + ||ψ(s)||H2(Ωy)]
)
ds.
Indeed, observe that
|D2(|ψ|ψ)| ≤ C(|ψ|2|D2ψ|+ |ψ| |∇ψ|2),
which implies
|| |ψ|2ψ||H2(Ωy) ≤ C||ψ||2L∞(Ωy)||ψ||H2(Ωy) + C||ψ||L∞(Ωy)||ψ||2W 1,4(Ωy).
But, Gagliardo-Nirenberg Inequality implies (recall that Ω ⊆ R2)
||ψ||W 1,4(Ωy) ≤ C||ψ||1/2L∞(Ωy)||ψ||
1/2
H2(Ωy)
.
These two inequalities combined together with Lemma 2.4 imply (2.11).
A similar argument shows that∫ t
0
||A[g(v(s))h(|ψ(s)|2)ψ(s)]||L2(Ωy)ds
≤ C + C
∫ t
0
||ψ(s)||H2(Ωy)
(
1 + log[1 + ||ψ(s)||H2(Ωy)]
)
ds.
Here we have used (2.10) and Lemma 2.1.
Thus we conclude that
(2.12) ||ψ(t)||H2(Ωy) ≤ C + C
∫ t
0
||ψ(s)||H2(Ωy)
(
1 + log[1 + ||ψ(s)||H2(Ωy)]
)
ds.
Denoting G(t) the right hand side of this inequality we have that
G′(t) ≤ CG(t)(1 + log[1 +G(t)]),
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which, implies that
d
dt
log
[
1 + log[1 +G(t)]
] ≤ C
And hence we arrive at an estimate of the form
||ψ(t)||H2(Ωy) ≤ eb1e
b2t
,
for some constants b1 and b2 and every t ∈ [0, T ). In particular
||ψ(t)||H2(Ωy) ≤ eb1e
b2T
, for every t ∈ [0, T ).
As this holds for every T > 0 we conclude that Tmax =∞.
In order to conclude the proof we have to show the stated continuity of the map
u → ψ[u]. Let {uk}k be a sequence in C([0, T ];C2(Ω)) such that uk → u∞ ∈
C([0, T ];C2(Ω)), and let vk = v[uk], v∞ = v[u∞], ψk = ψ[uk] and ψ∞ = ψ[u∞]. In
light of Lemma 2.1 and by the smoothness of the Lagrangian transformation we have
that vk → v∞ in C1(Ω× [0, T ]). Next, by Aubin-Lions lemma (Lemma 2.6) we have
that there is a subsequence {ψkj}j that converges in C([0, T ];H10 (Ω)) to a solution
ψ of the limit equation (2.6) with v = v∞. By uniqueness we have that ψ = ψ[u∞]
and also that the whole sequence {ψk}k converges to ψ in C([0, T ];H10 (Ω)), thus
concluding the proof. 
Having these results we can apply the Faedo-Galerkin method in order to find
solutions to the regularized system. First, for each n ∈ N, we are going to look for
a function un that satisfies (1.40) in an approximate way. Specifically, we demand
that un satisfies∫
Ω
ρnun · ηdx−
∫
Ω
m0 · ηdx
+
∫ t
0
∫
Ω
(
div(ρnun ⊗ un) +∇(aργn + δρβn) + ε∇un · ∇ρn
) · ηdxds(2.13)
=
∫ t
0
∫
Ω
(∇(αJy
ρn
g′(1/ρn)h(|ψn ◦Y|2)) + (∇×Hn)×Hn
+ µ∆un + (λ+ µ)∇(divun)
) · ηdxds,
for any t ∈ [0, T ] and any η ∈ Xn, where ρn = ρ[un], Hn = H[un], ψn = ψ[un]
and Y is Lagrangian transformation associated to the velocity field uNn = PN un,
with Jacobian Jy. This formulation may be interpreted as a projection of equation
(1.40) onto the finite dimensional space Xn.
Let us rewrite this integral equation in a more suitable way. Given some function
ρ ∈ L1(Ω), consider the operator M[ρ] : Xn → X∗n, where X∗n is the dual space of
Xn, given by
〈M[ρ]v,w〉 :=
∫
Ω
ρv ·w.
Then, the operatorM is invertible provided that ρ is strictly positive on Ω and
the map ρ→M−1[ρ], mapping L1(Ω) into L(X∗n;Xn), satisfies
(2.14) ||M[ρ]−1||L(X∗n;Xn) ≤
1
infΩ ρ
.
Moreover, the identity
M[ρ1]−1 −M[ρ2]−1 =M[ρ2]−1(M[ρ2]−M[ρ1])M[ρ1]−1,
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can be used to obtain
(2.15) ||M[ρ1]−1 −M[ρ2]−1||L(X∗n;Xn) ≤ c(n, ρ)||ρ1 − ρ2||L1(Ω),
for any ρ1 and ρ2 such that
inf
Ω
ρ1, inf
Ω
ρ2 ≥ ρ.
In connection with (2.13) we also define the operator N : Xn → X∗n given by
〈N [u], η〉 = −
∫
Ω
(
div(ρu⊗ u) +∇(aργ + δρβ) + ε∇u · ∇ρ) · ηdx
+
∫
Ω
(∇(αJy
ρ
g′(1/ρn)h(|ψ|2)) + (∇×H)×H
+ µ∆u+ (λ+ µ)∇(divu)) · ηdx,
with ρ = ρ[u], H = H[u] and ψ = ψ[u].
With this notation, identity (2.13) can be rewritten as
un(t) =M[ρn(t)]−1
(
m∗0 +
∫ t
0
N [un(s)]ds
)
.
This means that we are looking for a fixed point of the application T : C([0, T ];Xn)→
C([0, T ];Xn) given by
T [u](t) =M[ρ[u](t)]−1
(
m∗0 +
∫ t
0
N [u(s)]ds
)
.
Using Lemmas 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3, as well as (2.14) and (2.15) and Arzela`-Ascoli
theorem it can be shown that T maps bounded sets in C([0, T ];Xn) into precompact
sets in C([0, T ];Xn).
Moreover, define u0 ∈ Xn as being the only element in Xn that satisfies∫
Ω
ρ0u0 · ηdx =
∫
Ω
m0 · ηdx, for all η ∈ Xn.
Consider a ball B := {v ∈ C([0, T ];Xn) : supt∈[0,T ] ||v(t) − u0||Xn ≤ 1}. Then,
T maps the ball B into itself, provided T = T (n) is small enough. Consequently,
Schauder’s fixed point theorem guarantees the existence of at least one fixed point
un, un = T [un] which provides a solution to (2.13).
Now, we want to find a solution to the regularized system as a limit of the
sequence un. However, the approximate velocity field un is defined only on the
time interval [0, T (n)]. Accordingly, we have to guarantee that this solution can
be extended to a uniform over n time interval [0, T ∗]. In order to achieve this, we
deduce next some a priori estimates on the fixed point un we found above that
allow us to iterate the fixed point argument a finite number of times until we reach
the whole time interval [0, T ∗].
In the case of the MHD system and in the case of the Navier Stokes system,
the conservation of energy provides good enough global a priori estimates that
guarantee boundedness of the fixed point globally in time. In our present situation,
however, the short wave-long wave interaction turns the estimate more difficult as
the energy of the system is not well balanced. As a consequence we do not obtain a
global a priori estimate. Fortunately, we are able to bound from below the maximal
time during which the estimates hold by some TN independent of n that satisfies
the properties stated in Theorem 1.1.
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The a priori estimates are based on the usual energy estimates for the MHD
equations, but rely on a bootstrap argument in order to accommodate the unbalance
in the energy caused by the short wave-long wave interactions coupling terms.
For convenience, we define En(t) as in (1.49) with (ρ,u,H, ψ) replaced by (ρn,un,Hn, ψn).
That is
En(t) =
∫
Ω
(
1
2
ρn|un|2 + a
γ − 1ρ
γ
n +
δ
β − 1ρ
β
n +
1
2
|Hn|2
)
dx
+
∫
Ωy
(
1
2
|∇yψn|2 + 1
4
|ψn|4 + αg(vn)h(|ψn|2)
)
dy
+
∫ t
0
∫
Ω
(µ|∇un|2 + (λ+ µ)(divun)2 + ν|∇Hn|2)dxds.
(2.16)
In the notation of Theorem 1.1 we have the following key estimate.
Lemma 2.7. Let TN be given by (1.50) and take r ∈ (0, 1). Assume that β >
max{2r/(2− r), 2r/(1− r)} and that ε and α are small and satisfy TN > 0. Then,
for all t ≤ TN we have
(2.17) En(t) + ε
∫ t
0
∫
Ω
(aγργ−2n + δβρ
β−2
n )|∇ρn|2dxds ≤ E(0) + ε1/2R.
Also,
(2.18) ||ε1/2∇ρn||L2(Ω×(0,T )) + ||ε2ρnt||Lr(Ω×(0,T )) + ||ε3∆ρn||Lr(Ω×(0,T )) ≤ C
where C is a universal constant independent of ε, α, n and N .
Proof. First, we deduce an energy identity in a similar way as we did when deducing
(1.18).
Taking η = un in (2.13) and using equations (2.1), (2.4) we have
d
dt
∫
Ω
(
1
2
ρn|un|2 + a
γ − 1ρ
γ
n +
δ
β − 1ρ
β
n +
1
2
|Hn|2
)
dx
+
∫
Ω
(µ|∇un|2 + (λ+ µ)(divun)2 + ν|∇Hn|2)dx
+ ε
∫
Ω
(aγργ−2n + δβρ
β−2
n )|∇ρn|2dx
+
∫
Ω
α
Jy
ρn
g′(1/ρn)h(|ψn ◦Y|2)divundx = 0.
(2.19)
As ρn is a solution of equation (2.1) with u = un we have that
divun
ρn
=
(
1
ρn
)
t
+ un · ∇
(
1
ρn
)
+ ε
∆ρn
ρ2n
Now, from the coordinate change and the definition of vn = vn(y, t) we have
vnt =
(
1
ρn
)
t
+ uNn · ∇
(
1
ρn
)
.
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Thus,∫
Ω
α
Jy
ρn
g′(1/ρn)h(|ψn ◦Y|2)divundx =
∫
Ωy
αg(vn)t h(|ψn|2)dy
+
∫
Ω
αg′(1/ρn)h(|ψn ◦Y|2)Jy
(
ε
∆ρn
ρ2n
+ (uNn − un) ·
∇ρn
ρ2n
)
dx
Now, using equation (2.6) we have that∫
Ωy
αg(vn)t h(|ψn|2)dy = d
dt
∫
Ωy
(
1
2
|∇yψn|2 + 1
4
|ψn|4 + αg(vn)h(|ψn|2)
)
dy.
Gathering this information in (2.19) we have
d
dt
∫
Ω
(
1
2
ρnun +
a
γ − 1ρ
γ
n +
δ
β − 1ρ
β
n +
1
2
|Hn|2
)
dx
+
d
dt
∫
Ωy
(
1
2
|∇yψ|2 + 1
4
|ψ|4 + αg(v)h(|ψ|2)
)
dy
+
∫
Ω
(µ|∇un|2 + (λ+ µ)(divun)2 + ν|∇Hn|2)dx
+ ε
∫
Ω
(aγργ−2n + δβρ
β−2
n )|∇ρn|2dx
=
∫
Ω
αg′(1/ρn)h(|ψn ◦Y|2)Jy
(
ε
∆ρn
ρ2n
+ (uNn − un) ·
∇ρn
ρ2n
)
dx.
In order to estimate the right hand side of this identity we use a bootstrap
argument as follows. First, recalling (1.34), we have that
(2.20) |Jy(t)| ≤ exp
[
CN
(
t+
∫ t
0
||un(s)||2H10 (Ω)ds
)]
.
Next, we assume that
(2.21) µ
∫ t
0
||un(s)||2H10 (Ω)ds ≤ E(0) + ε
1/2R
for all t ≤ TN . This is certainly the case for t small enough. Accordingly, the
following calculations hold as long as (2.21) is satisfied.
With this in mind, using (1.38) and Poincare´’s inequality, we have that
d
dt
∫
Ω
(
1
2
ρnun +
a
γ − 1ρ
γ
n +
δ
β − 1ρ
β
n +
1
2
|Hn|2
)
dx
+
d
dt
∫
Ωy
(
1
2
|∇yψ|2 + 1
4
|ψ|4 + αg(v)h(|ψ|2)
)
dy
+
∫
Ω
(µ|∇un|2 + (λ+ µ)(divun)2 + ν|∇Hn|2)dx
+ ε
∫
Ω
(aγργ−2n + δβρ
β−2
n )|∇ρn|2dx
≤ αCeCN (TN+µ−1(E(0)+ε1/2R))
∫
Ω
(
ε|∆ρn|+ µ|∇un|2 + aγργ−2n |∇ρn|2
)
dx.
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Taking (1.50) into consideration we see that
αCeCN (T
N+µ−1(E(0)+ε1/2R))
∫
Ω
(
ε|∆ρn|+ µ|∇un|2 + aγργ−2n |∇ρn|2
)
dx
≤ Cε3
∫
Ω
|∆ρn|dx+ Cε2
∫
Ω
µ|∇un|2dx+ Cε2
∫
Ω
aγργ−2n |∇ρn|2dx,
and thus, if ε ≤ min{(2C)−1, (2C)−1/2} we have that
d
dt
En(t) + ε
∫
Ω
(aγργ−2n + δβρ
β−2
n )|∇ρn|2dx ≤ Cε3
∫
Ω
|∆ρn|dx,(2.22)
for all t ≤ TN , and some constant C > 0 independent of α, ε, n and N . In
particular given r > 1 we have that
||√ρun||2L∞(0,T ;L2(Ω)) + ||ρn||βL∞(0,T ;Lβ(Ω)) + ||un||2L2(0,T ;H10 (Ω))
≤ E(0) + C(r)||ε3∆ρn||Lr(Ω×(0,T )).
(2.23)
Regarding the right hand side of this inequality, we are going to use Lp − Lq
estimates on the parabolic equation (2.1) in order to bound appropriately the
Lr(Ω × (0, T ))-norm of ∆ρn (for any fixed T ≤ TN). Said Lp − Lq estimates
read
||ρt||Lp(0,T ;Lq(Ω)) + ||ε∆ρ||Lp(0,T ;Lq(Ω))
≤ c(p, q)(||ρ0||W 2,q(Ω) + ||div(ρu)||Lp(0,T ;Lq(Ω))).(2.24)
for any 1 < p, q <∞. Taking p = q := r in (2.24) and applying it to ρn we have
||ε∆ρn||Lr(Ω×(0,T ))
≤ c(r)(||ρ0||W 2,r(Ω) + ||div(ρnun)||Lr(Ω×(0,T )))
≤ c(r)(||ρ0||W 2,r(Ω) + ||un · ∇ρn||Lr(Ω×(0,T )) + ||ρndivun||Lr(Ω×(0,T )))(2.25)
On the one hand,
||ρndivun||L2β/(β+2)(Ω) ≤ ||ρn||Lβ(Ω)||un||H10 (Ω),
and therefore
(2.26) ||ρndivun||L2(0,T ;L2β/(β+2)(Ω)) ≤ ||ρn||L∞(0,T ;Lβ(Ω))||un||L2(0,t;H10 (Ω)),
On the other hand, we need to estimate ||∇ρn · un||Lr(Ω×(0,T )), and for this we
need a good estimate on∇ρn. Such an estimate is provided by the following Lp−Lq
estimate on equation (2.1), analogue to (2.24)
(2.27) ||ε∇ρ||Lp(0,T ;Lq(Ω)) ≤ c(p, q)(||ρ0||W 1,q(Ω) + ||div(ρu)||Lp(0,T ;W−1,q(Ω))).
At this point we choose q = 2 and leave p to be chosen conveniently. In connection
with (2.27) we have that
(2.28) ||ε∇ρn||Lp(0,T ;L2(Ω)) ≤ c(p)(||ρ0||H1(Ω) + ||ρnun||Lp(0,T ;L2(Ω))).
By Sobolev’s embedding for any p′ ∈ [1,∞) we have, since Ω ⊆ R2, that
||un||Lp′(Ω) ≤ c(p′)||un||H10 (Ω).
This implies that
(2.29) ||ρnun||L2(0,T ;Lp′(Ω)) ≤ c(p′)||ρn||L∞(0,T ;Lβ(Ω))||un||L2(0,T ;H10 (Ω)),
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for any p′ < β. Furthermore, we have that
||ρnun||L∞(0,T ;L2β/(β+1)(Ω)) ≤ ||ρn||L∞(0,T ;Lβ(Ω))||
√
ρnun||L∞(0,T ;L2(Ω)).
Now, for 2 < p′ < β we have
(2.30) ||ρnun||L2(Ω) ≤ ||ρnun||1−σL2β/(β+1)(Ω)||ρnun||σLp′(Ω)
where, 12 = (1 − σ)β+12β + σ 1p′ and σ ∈ (0, 1). Consequently, taking p = 2σ > 2 we
obtain
||ρu||Lp(0,T ;L2(Ω)) ≤ ||ρnun||1−σL∞(0,T ;L2β/(β+1)(Ω))||ρnun||σL2(0,T ;Lp′(Ω))
≤ ||ρn||L∞(0,T ;Lβ(Ω))||√ρnun||1−σL∞(0,T ;L2(Ω))||un||σL2(0,T ;H10 (Ω)).
In connection with (2.28) we have that
||ε∇ρ||Lp(0,T ;L2(Ω))
≤ c(p)(||ρ0||H1(Ω) + ||ρn||L∞(0,T ;Lβ(Ω))||
√
ρnun||1−σL∞(0,T ;L2(Ω))||un||σL2(0,T ;H10(Ω))).
Finally, we see that we can choose p′ so that r = p/2 and we have
||ε∇ρn · un||rLr(Ω×(0,T )) ≤
∫ t
0
||ερn||rL2(Ω)||un||L2r/(2+r)(Ω)ds
≤ C
∫ t
0
||ερn||rL2(Ω)||un||rH10 (Ω)ds
≤ C
(∫ t
0
||ερn||pL2(Ω)ds
)r/p(∫ t
0
||un||2H10 (Ω)ds
)1/2
.
In this way we have
||ε∇ρn · un||Lr(Ω×(0,T )) ≤ C||ε∇ρn||Lp(0,T ;L2(Ω))||un||1/rL2(0,T ;H10 (Ω))
≤ C(||ρ0||H1(Ω) + ||ρn||L∞(0,T ;Lβ(Ω))||√ρnun||1−σL∞(0,T ;L2(Ω))||un||σL2(0,T ;H10 (Ω)))×
× ||un||1/rL2(0,T ;H10 (Ω)).
(2.31)
Then, for β large enough so that 2β2+β > r (which is equivalent to β >
2r
2−r ) we
have that
(2.32) ||ρndivun||Lr(Ω×(0,T )) ≤ C||ρndivun||L2(0,T ;L2β/(2+β)).
Putting this together with (2.23), (2.25), (2.26) and (2.31) we have that
||ε3∆ρn||Lr(Ω×(0,T )) ≤ Cε2||ρ0||W 2,r(Ω) + Cε||ρ0||2H1(Ω)
+ Cε(E(0) + ||ε3∆ρn||Lr(Ω×(0,T )))
1
β+
1
2+
1
2r ,
and consequently, if β is large enough so that 1β +
1
2 +
1
2r ≤ 1 (in other words if
β ≥ 2r/(1− r)) and ε is small we have
||ε3∆ρn||Lr(Ω×(0,T )) ≤ Cε(ε||ρ0||W 2,r(Ω) + ||ρ0||2H1(Ω) + E(0) + 1).
In order to conclude, we observe that this last inequality together with (2.22) and
(2.23) reconfirms our bootstrap assumption (2.21), and implies (2.17). 
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2.2. Convergence of the Faedo-Galerkin approximations. The uniform esti-
mates from Lemma 2.7 permit us to iterate the fixed point argument a finite number
of times to extend the local approximate solutions to the interval [0, T ] (provided
that T ≤ TN). The next step in the proof of Theorem 1.1 consists in passing to
the limit as n → ∞. We point out that the convergence in the terms concerning
ρn and un can be justified similarly as in [9, Section 7.3.6] and the terms involving
Hn may be treated as in [15, Section 4]. Regarding the terms involving ψn a di-
rect application of Aubin-Lions Lemma (Lemma 2.6) yields the desired result. The
details are as follows.
Let N , ε, α and δ be fixed, 0 < T < TN and {(ρn,un,Hn, ψn)}∞n=1 be the
approximate solution to the regularized system, defined in the time interval [0, T ],
given by the Faedo-Galerkin method described above.
First, as ρn satisfies (2.1), we have that
||∇ρn||L2(Ω×(0,T )) ≤ C(ε),
for some constant that depends on ε, but is independent of n. This can be easily
deduced by multiplying (2.1) by ρn and integrating by parts. Using (2.18) and
(2.17), Aubin-Lions Lemma 2.6 implies that ρn has a subsequence (not relabelled)
such that
(2.33) ρn → ρ in Lβ(Ω× (0, T )).
Furthermore, by (2.17) we can assume that
(2.34) un → u weakly in L2(0, T ;H10 (Ω)).
Next, we see that Hn satisfies the following equation, equivalent to (2.4),
(2.35)


Ht −∇× (u×H) = ν∆H, on Ω× (0, T )
div H = 0, on Ω× (0, T )
H = 0, on ∂Ω
H = H0, on {t = 0} × Ω.
Consequently, by (2.17) we can also use Aubin-Lions Lemma in order to conclude
that (selecting a subsequence if necessary)
(2.36) Hn → H
strongly in L2(Ω × (0, T )) and weakly(-*) in L2(0, T ;H1(Ω)) ∩ L∞(0, T ;L2(Ω)).
Furthermore, H satisfies
divH = 0.
Now, from (2.17) and using the embedding we see that ρnun is uniformly bounded
in L∞(0, T ;Lm∞(Ω)), where m∞ =
2γ
γ+1 . Indeed,∫
Ω
|ρnun|m∞dx ≤
(∫
Ω
ρn|un|2dx
)1/2(∫
Ω
ργndx
)1/γ
≤ C.
Thus, as the convergence in (2.33) is strong we may assume that
(2.37) ρnun → ρu weakly-* in L∞(0, T ;Lm∞(Ω)).
By the same token, we have that
(2.38) (∇×Hn)×Hn → (∇×H)×H,
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weakly in L1(Ω× (0, T )), and
(2.39) ∇(un ×Hn)→ ∇(u×H),
in the sense of distributions.
Next, in view of (2.6) Aubin-Lions lemma also yields
(2.40) ψn → ψ
strongly in C(0, T ;L2(Ω)) and weakly-* in L∞(0, T ;H10(Ω)).
Let us state (without proof) the following result, which is a consequence of the
Ascoli-Arzela` theorem (see [9, Corollary 2.1]).
Lemma 2.8. Let O ⊆ RM be compact and let X be a separable Banach space.
Assume that vn : O → X∗, n = 1, 2, ... is a sequence of measurable functions such
that
ess sup
y∈O
||vn(y)||X∗ ≤ C uniformly in n = 1, 2, ...
Moreover, let the family of (real) functions
〈vn,Φ〉 : y → 〈vn(y),Φ〉, y ∈ O, n = 1, 2...
be equi-continuous for any fixed Φ belonging to a dense subset in the space X.
Then, vn ∈ C(O;X∗weak) for any n = 1, 2, ... and there exist v ∈ C(O;X∗weak)
such that
vn → v in C(O;X∗weak) as n→∞,
passing to a subsequence as the case may be.
In view of (2.13) and using (2.17) we see that the functions
t→
∫
Ω
ρnunη
jdx
form a precompact system in C([0, T ]) for any fixed j. This implies, by Lemma 2.8
that in fact
(2.41) ρnun → ρu in C([0, T ];L2γ/(γ+1)weak (Ω)).
A similar argument shows that the mapping
t→
∫
Ω
Hϕdx
is continuous for any test function ϕ.
Now, as γ > 1, L
2γ/(γ+1)
weak (Ω) is compactly embedded into H
−1(Ω) and, conse-
quently,
(2.42) ρnun ⊗ un → ρu⊗ u
weakly in L2(0, T ;Lc2(Ω)), where c2 = 2γ/(γ + 1) > 1.
Next, as ρn and ρ are strong solutions of (2.1), we have that
||ρn(t)||2L2(Ω) + 2ε
∫ t
0
||∇ρn||2L2(Ω)ds = −
∫ t
0
∫
Ω
ρ2ndivundxds + ||ρ0||2L2(Ω),
and
||ρ(t)||2L2(Ω) + 2ε
∫ t
0
||∇ρ||2L2(Ω)ds = −
∫ t
0
∫
Ω
ρ2divudxds+ ||ρ0||2L2(Ω)
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Using (2.33) and (2.34) we see that the right hands side of the former converges
to its counterpart in the latter and thus,
||∇ρn||2L2(Ω×(0,T )) → ||∇ρ||2L2(Ω×(0,T )),
and
||ρn(t)||2L2(Ω) → ||ρ(t)||2L2(Ω)
for any t ∈ [0, T ], which implies the strong convergence
∇ρn → ∇ρ in L2(Ω× (0, T )).
With this we conclude that
∇un · ∇ρn → ∇u · ∇ρ
in the sense of distributions.
Finally, recalling the definition of uNn through (1.28), we note that the weak
convergence in (2.34) implies the strong convergence
uNn → uN
which implies that the sequence Jacobians of the Lagrangian transformation Jyn
defined through uNn converge strongly to the corresponding one related to u
N .
With this we have shown that equations (1.39)-(1.43) are satisfied in the sense
of distributions (equation (2.13) can be verified by taking test functions of the form
ψ(t)ηj(x), where ψ ∈ C∞0 (0, T )) by the limit function (ρ,u,H, ψ) as each term
appearing on those equations is the limit in the sense of distributions of the respec-
tive terms corresponding to the Faedo-Galerkin approximation (ρn,un,Hn, ψn).
We have also shown that the initial and boundary conditions (1.44), (1.45) are
satisfied in the sense of distributions.
Lastly, inequality (1.48) is a consequence of (2.17) and this completes the proof
of Theorem 1.1.
3. Vanishing artificial viscosity and interaction coefficients
Theorem 1.1 guarantees the existence of solutions to the Short Wave-Long Wave
Interactions regularized system (1.39)-(1.43). Our next goal is to show that the
sequence (or a subsequence) of solutions to this system converge to a global solution
of the of the decoupled limit system when (ε, α,N, δ)→ (0, 0,∞, 0). In this Section
we analyze the limit as (ε, α,N) → (0, 0,∞), leaving δ > 0 fixed. As pointed out
before, we can do all of of this as long as
(3.1)
(
ε2
α
)1/CN
→∞.
In order to achieve this, we essentially adapt the arguments in [9, Section 7.4]
and in [15].
The key point in the argument is to show that the sequence of densities converges
strongly, in order to account for the nonlinearites from the pressure terms in the
momentum equation (1.25). This is not straightforward, as it was in the previous
section, since we loose regularity of the density as ε→ 0. In particular, an argument
like that of Aubin-Lions lemma does not apply. In this direction, we can exploit
the weak continuity properties of the effective viscous flux p(ρ) − (λ + 2µ)divu,
originally discovered by D. Hoff ([14]) and P.-L. Lions ([21]).
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Let us point out that the terms involving the velocity field, the magnetic field and
the wave function can be treated essentially as in the previous Section. Regarding
the strong convergence of densities, the proof of weak continuity of the effective
viscous flux found in [15] (cf. [9]) can be adapted with no major difficulties once
we realize that (1.48), (1.34), (1.50) and (1.38) imply that the extra term, due to
the SW-LW interactions, appearing in the momentum equation
α∇(Jy
ρ
g′(1/ρ)h(ψ|2))
tends to zero in the sense of distributions as (ε, α,N) → (0, 0,∞) satisfying (3.1).
Accordingly, and to avoid the overload of notation, we may assume that N and α
tend to ∞ and 0 respectively as functions of ε and denote by (ρε,uε,Hε, ψε) the
solution of the regularized system provided by Theorem 1.1.
The plan is as follows. First we show that ρε is uniformly (in ε) bounded in
Lβ+1loc (Ω× (0, T )) so that we can ensure that δρβ and aργ have (weakly) convergent
subsequences. We know from Theorem 1.1 that ρε ∈ Lβ+1(Ω × (0, T )) for each ε,
but we have not yet shown that they are uniformly bounded in this space.
Second, we prove the continuity of the effective viscous flux. And finally, we use
this last result in order to show that ρ log ρ = ρ log ρ where the over line stands for
a weak limit of the sequence indexed by ε. This last bit of information is enough to
conclude the strong convergence of the densities due to the following result, which
we state without proof (see [9, Theorem 2.11]).
Lemma 3.1. Let O ⊆ RN be a measurable set and {vn}∞n=1 a sequence of functions
in L1(O;RM ) such that
vn → v weakly in L1(O;RM ).
Let Φ : RM → (−∞,∞] be a lower semi-continuous convex function such that
Φ(vn) ∈ L1(O) for any n and
Φ(vn)→ Φ(v) weakly in L1(O).
Then,
Φ(v) ≤ Φ(v) a.a. on O.
If, moreover, Φ is strictly convex on an open convex set U ⊆ RM , and
Φ(v) = Φ(v) a.a. on O, ,
then,
vn(y)→ v(y) for a.e. y ∈ {y ∈ O : v(y) ∈ U},
extracting a subsequence as the case may be.
From this point on, T > 0 will denote an arbitrary prefixed time and C > 0 will
be a constant that may change from line to line being independent of ε, α and N .
We also assume that δ > 0 is fixed and that (ε, α,N) → (0, 0,∞) satisfying (3.1).
Accordingly, we can also assume that (ρε,uε,Hε, ψε) are all defined in the time
interval [0, T ] and satisfy (1.48).
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3.1. Higher integrability of the density. This subsection is devoted to the
proof of the following estimate.
Lemma 3.2. For any compact O ⊆ (Ω × (0, T )) there is a constant c = c(O)
independent of ε (and α and N) such that
(3.2) δ
∫
O
ρβ+1dx ≤ c(O).
Before going through the proof, let us introduce some preliminaries.
As in [10, 9, 15] we consider the operator A by its coordinates
(3.3) Aj [v] := ∆−1[∂xjv], j = 1, 2,
where ∆−1 stands for the inverse of the Laplacian in R2. Equivalently, Aj can be
defined through its Fourier symbol as
Aj [v] = F−1
[−iξj
|ξ|2 F [v]
]
, j = 1, 2.
As shown in [9] the operator A has the following properties:
||Ajv||W 1,s(Ω) ≤ c(s,Ω)||v||Ls(R2), 1 < s <∞,(3.4)
and consequently, by Sobolev’s embeddings
||Ajv||Lq(Ω) ≤ c(s,Ω)||v||Ls(R2), q finite, provided 1
q
≥ 1
s
− 1
2
,(3.5)
||Ajv||L∞(Ω) ≤ c(s,Ω)||v||Ls(Ω), if s > 2.(3.6)
Let us also introduce the following standard smoothing operator
(3.7) [v]ω
x
(z) := (ϑω ∗ v)(z) =
∫
R2
ϑω(ξ − z)v(ξ)dξ,
where, for each ω > 0,
ϑω(z) :=
1
ω2
ϑ
( |z|
ω
)
, z ∈ R2,
and ϑ ∈ C∞0 ((−1, 1)) with
ϑ(−τ) = ϑ(τ),
∫
R2
ϑ(|z|)dz = 1, ϑ nonincreasing on [0,∞).
Let us also observe that from (1.48) we have, in particular, that
(3.8) ρε is bounded in L
∞(0, T ;Lβ(Ω)), ,
(3.9) uε is bounded in L
2(0, T ;H10 (Ω)).,
(3.10) Hε is bounded in L
∞(0, T ;L2(Ω)) ∩ L2(0, T ;H1(Ω)).
(3.11) ψε is bounded in L
∞(0, T ;L4(Ω) ∩H10 (Ω)).
Proof of Lemma 3.2. For ω > 0, set
Bω = [ρε]
ω
x
.
Let us recall that ρε and uε satisfy (1.39) a.a. on Ω×(0, T ), along with the boundary
condition (∇ρε · n)|∂Ω = 0. Then, extending ρε and uε to be zero outside of Ω we
have that
(3.12) ρεt + div(ρεuε) = εdiv(1Ω∇ρε)
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in the sense of distributions in R2 × (0, T ), where 1Ω is the characteristic function
of Ω.
Applying the smoothing operator [·]ω
x
to equation (3.12) we have
(3.13) Bωt = fω,
with
fω = −div([ρεuε]ωx) + εdiv[1Ω∇ρε]ωx .
Note that hω is uniformly bounded in L
2(0, T ;H−1(Ω)).
As in [9] we choose the test function1
ϕ(x, t) = ζ(t)η(x)A[ξ(·)Bω (·, t)](x, t),
where η, ξ ∈ C∞0 (Ω) and ζ ∈ C∞0 ((0, T )), and use it in the momentum equation
(1.40) to obtain
(3.14)∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ζηξ(aργε + δρ
β
ε )Bωdxds =
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ζηSε : (∇∆−1∇)[ξBω ]dxds+
9∑
j=1
Ij ,
where,
Sε = λ(divuε)Id + µ(∇uε + (∇uε)⊤)
is the viscous stress tensor, and
I1 =
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ζSε∇η · A[ξBω ]dxds,
I2 = −
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ζ(aργε + δρ
β
ε )∇η · A[ξBω]dxds,
I3 = −
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ζ(ρεuε ⊗ uε)∇η · A[ξBω ]dxds
I4 = −
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ζuε · (∇∆−1∇)[ξBω]ηρεuεdxds
I5 = −
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ζη(∇×Hε)×Hε · A[ξBω]dxds
I6 = −
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ζt ηρεuε · A[ξBω ]dxds
I7 = −
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ζηρεuε · A[ξfω]dxds
I8 = ε
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ζη∇uε∇ρε · A[ξBω ]dxds
I9 = −
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ζα
Jy
ρε
g′(1/ρε)h(|ψε|2)
(
ηξBω +∇η · A[ξBω ]
)
dxds
Note that by (3.6), we have that
(3.15) A[ξBω] are bounded in L∞(Ω× (0, T )),
1Let us recall that our two dimensional model can be regarded as the three dimensional one
under the assumption that the involved functions are independent of the third variable. In par-
ticular, the velocity field takes values in R3. Accordingly, in order to use ϕ as a test function we
define its third component as being identically equal to zero.
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provided that β > 2. This together with (3.8) and (3.9) implies that the integrals
I1, I2, I3 and I7 are bounded by a constant independent of ε and ω. Next, by (3.4)
combined with (3.8) and (3.9) we have that I4 is also bounded. Now, by the fact
that T ≤ TN combined with (1.50), (1.34), (1.48) and (3.1) we see that
α|Jy| ≤ ε2,
and thus, by (1.38), I9 → 0 as ε→ 0. In particular, I9 is also bounded by a constant
independent of ε and ω.
Regarding I7, we see that ρε, being a solution of equation (2.1), satisfies the
identity
||ρε(t)||2L2(Ω) + 2ε
∫ t
0
||∇ρε||2L2(Ω)ds = −
∫ t
0
∫
Ω
ρ2εdivuεdxds+ ||ρ0||2L2(Ω),
and therefore we see that
ε1/2∇ρε are uniformly bounded in L2(0, T ;L2(Ω)).
In particular, by (3.4)
A[ξfε] are uniformly bounded in L2(Ω× (0, T )),
Thus, we conclude that I7 is bounded by a constant independent of ε and ω. By
the same token we see that I8 is uniformly bounded as well. In fact, we have that
I8 → 0 as ε→ 0.
Next, we see that (3.10) and (3.15) imply that I5 is also bounded by a constant
independent of ε and ω.
Finally, (3.4) and (3.9) also yield a uniform bound for the integral∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ζηSε : (∇∆−1∇)[ξBω ]dxds.
Gathering all this information in (3.14) and letting ω → 0 we arrive at (3.2). Of
course, the bounds obtained for the integrals above depend on ζ, η and ξ, which is
why the result is local. 
3.2. The effective viscous flux. This section concerns the proof of the weak
continuity of the effective viscous flux. However, before we get to it we have to
make a few observations.
By (3.8), (3.9), (3.10) and (3.11) we can assume (1.62)–(1.65), where the strong
convergence in (1.64) and in (1.65) is due to Aubin-Lions Lemma (Lemma 2.6).
Then, by the same arguments used to obtain (2.38), (2.41) and (2.42) we see
that
(∇×Hε)×Hε → (∇×H)×H, in the sense of distributions,(3.16)
∇× (uε ×Hε)→ ∇× (u×H) in the sense of distributions,(3.17)
ρεuε → ρu in C([0, T ];L2β/(β+1)weak (Ω)),(3.18)
ρεuε ⊗ uε → ρu⊗ u weakly in L2(0, T ;Lc2(Ω)),(3.19)
where, c2 = 2γ/(1 + γ) > 1.
As pointed out before we have that
(3.20) ε∇uε · ∇ρε → 0
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and
(3.21) α∇
(
Jy
ρε
g′(1/ρε)h(|ψε|2)
)
→ 0
in the sense of distributions.
Moreover, by (3.2) we can assume that
(3.22) aργ + δρβ → p weakly in L(β+1)/β(Ω× (0, T )).
All of this information implies that the limit functions satisfy the equations
ρt + div(ρu) = 0(3.23)
(ρu)t + div(ρu⊗ u) +∇p = divS+ curl (H)×H.(3.24)
in the sense of distributions.
With this, we can state the result on the weak continuity of the effective viscous
flux, originally discovered by P.-L. Lions (see [21]), as (cf. [9, 10, 15])
Lemma 3.3. Let (ρε,uε,Hε, ψε) be the solution of the regularized system provided
by Theorem 1.1. Then,
lim
ε→0
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ζη(aργε + δρ
β
ε − (λ+ 2µ)divuε)ρεdxds
=
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ζη(aργ + δρβ − (λ+ 2µ)divu)ρdxds,(3.25)
for any ζ ∈ C∞0 ((0, T )), and η ∈ C∞0 (Ω).
Proof. First, noting that
ξdiv([ρεuε]
ω
x
) = div(ξ[ρεuε]
ω
x
)−∇ξ · [ρεuε]ωx ,
we see that I7 in (3.14) may be rewritten as
I7 = I
1
7 + I
2
7 + I
3
7 ,
where
I17 =
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ζξ[ρεuε]
ω
x
(∇∆−1div)[ηρεuε]dxds
I27 = −
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ζηρεuεA
[∇ξ · [ρεuε]ωx]dxds
I37 = −ε
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ζηρεuεA[ξdiv(1Ω∇ρε)]dxds.
Therefore, passing to the limit as ω → 0 in (3.14) we obtain
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ζη
(
ξ(aργε + δρ
β
ε )ρε − Sε : (∇∆−1∇)[ξρε]
)
dxds =
9∑
j=1
Jεj
+
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ζuε
(
ξρε(∇∆−1div)[ηρεuε]− (∇∆−1∇)[ξρε]ηρεuε
)
dxds,(3.26)
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where,
Jε1 =
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ζSε∇η · A[ξρε]dxds,
Jε2 = −
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ζ(aργε + δρ
β
ε )∇η · A[ξρε]dxds,
Jε3 = −
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ζ(ρεuε ⊗ uε)∇η · A[ξρε]dxds
Jε4 = −
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ζη(∇×Hε)×Hε · A[ξρε]dxds
Jε5 = −
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ζt ηρεuε · A[ξρε]dxds
Jε6 = −
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ζηρεuεA[∇ξ · ρεuε]dxds
Jε7 = −ε
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ζηρεuεA[ξdiv(1Ω∇ρε)]dxds
Jε8 = ε
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ζη∇uε∇ρε · A[ξρε]dxds
Jε9 = −
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ζα
Jy
ρε
g′(1/ρε)h(|ψε|2)
(
ηξρε +∇η · A[ξρε]
)
dxds
Now, using equations (3.23) and (3.24), a similar procedure yields∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ζη
(
ξ(aργ + δρβ)ρ− S : (∇∆−1∇)[ξρ])dxds = 6∑
j=1
Jj
+
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ζu
(
ξρ(∇∆−1∇)[ηρu]− (∇∆−1div)[ξρ]ηρu)dxds,(3.27)
where,
J1 =
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ζS∇η · A[ξρ]dxds,
J2 = −
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ζp∇η · A[ξρ]dxds,
J3 = −
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ζ(ρu⊗ u)∇η · A[ξρ]dxds
J4 = −
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ζη(∇×H)×H · A[ξρ]dxds
J5 = −
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ζt ηρu · A[ξρ]dxds
J6 = −
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ζηρuA[∇ξ · ρu]dxds
Following [9, 15], we now proceed to show that all the integrals in the right hand
side of (3.26) converge to their counterparts in (3.27).
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As ρε satisfies equation (1.39), Lemma 2.8 yields
(3.28) ρε → ρ in C([0, T ];Lβweak(Ω)),
and consequently, by (3.4) and the compactness of the embeddingW 1,β(Ω)→ C(Ω)
(recall that β > 2) we have that
A[ξρε]→ ξρ in C(Ω× (0, T )),
Thus, in light of (1.63), (3.22), (3.16), (3.18) and (3.19), we have that
Jεk → Jk, for k = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.
Similarly, by (1.62) and (1.63) we have, in particular, that
(3.29) ρεuε is bounded in L
2(Ω× (0, T )),
and this together with (3.4) and (3.28) implies that
∇ξ · ρεuε → ∇ξ · ρu weakly in L2(0, T ;H1(Ω)).
Consequently, taking (3.18) into account we have that
Jε6 → J6.
As was already mentioned we have that
Jεk → 0, for j = 7, 8, 9.
In order to deal with the last term on the right hand side of (3.26) we state the
following result (see [9, Corollary 6.1], also [10, Lemma 3.4]).
Lemma 3.4. Let O ⊆ RN be an arbitrary domain.
(i) Let
vn → v weaky in Lp(O;RN ), wn → w weaky in Lq(O;RN ),
with
1 < p, , q <∞, 1
p
+
1
q
≤ 1.
Then
vn · (∇∆−1div)[wn]−wn · (∇∆−1div)[vn]
→ v · (∇∆−1div)[w] −w · (∇∆−1div)[v]
in the sense of distributions.
(ii) Under the same hypotheses, if
Bn → B weakly in Lp(O), vn → v weakly in Lq(O;Rn),
then
(∇∆−1∇)[Bn]vn − (∇∆−1div)[vn]Bn → (∇∆−1∇)[B]v − (∇∆−1div)[v]B
The proof of this result consists in applying a particular case of the celebrated
Div-Curl Lemma ([22, 26, 27]). We refer to [9] for the proof.
Now, by (1.62) and (3.18), a direct application of the above Lemma implies
(∇∆−1∇)[ξρε(t)]ηρεuε(t)− ξρε(t)(∇∆−1div)[ηρεuε(t)]
→ (∇∆−1∇)[ξρ(t)]ηρu(t) − ξρ(t)(∇∆−1div)[ηρu(t)],
weakly in L2β/(β+3)(Ω) , for each fixed t.
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As we know Lq(Ω) is compactly embedded in H−1(Ω) for each q > 1 (remember
that our spatial domain is a bounded open subset of R2). In particular,
(∇∆−1∇)[ξρε]ηρεuε − ξρε(∇∆−1div)[ηρεuε]
→ (∇∆−1∇)[ξρ]ηρu− ξρ(∇∆−1div)[ηρu],
strongly in L2(0, T ;H−1(Ω)). As a consequence, keeping in mind (1.63), we see
that ∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ζuε
(
ξρε(∇∆−1div)[ηρεuε]− (∇∆−1∇)[ξρε]ηρεuε
)
dxds
→
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ζu
(
ξρ(∇∆−1∇)[ηρu]− (∇∆−1div)[ξρ]ηρu)dxds.
All of this information put together with (3.26) and (3.27) yields
lim
ε→0
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ζη
(
ξ(aργε + δρ
β
ε )ρε − Sε : (∇∆−1∇)[ξρε]
)
dxds
=
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ζη
(
ξ(aργ + δρβ)ρ− S : (∇∆−1∇)[ξρ])dxds,(3.30)
for any ζ ∈ C∞0 ((0, T )) and η, ξ ∈ C∞0 (Ω).
In order to conclude, as in [9], we compute∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ζηSε : (∇∆−1∇)[ξρε]dxds
=
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ζξ(∇∆−1∇) : (ηSε)ρεdxds
=
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ζξ(2µ+ λ)div(ηuε)ρεdxds
−
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ζξρε[2µ(∇∆−2∇) : (uε ⊗∇η) + λuε · ∇η]dxds
=
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ζξη(2µ+ λ)divuε ρεdxds
−
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
2µζξρε[(∇∆−2∇) : (uε ⊗∇η) − uε · ∇η]dxds(3.31)
and similarly∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ζηS : (∇∆−1∇)[ξρ]dxds
=
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ζξη(2µ+ λ)divu ρdxds
−
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
2µζξρ[(∇∆−2∇) : (u⊗∇η)− u · ∇η]dxds(3.32)
Taking (3.28) into account, we see that the last integral on the right hand side
of (3.31) converges to the last integral in the right hand side of (3.32). This and
(3.30) imply (3.25), which concludes the proof. 
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3.3. Strong convergence of densities, renormalized solutions. Using the
results above we can show strong convergence of densities, essentially, in the same
way as in [9, Section 7.4.3]. For this, we need to show first that the limit functions
ρ and u solve the continuity equation in the sense of renormalized solutions, that is,
they satisfy (3.23) in the sense of distributions, and more generally, (1.59), (1.60)
and (1.61).
Remark 3.1. The function b in the definition of renormalized solutions does not have
to be bounded. Indeed, provided that ρ ∈ L∞(0, T ;Lγ(Ω)) and u ∈ L2(0, T ;H10 (Ω)),
by Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem it can be shown that (1.59) also holds
for b ∈ C[0,∞) satisfying
(3.33) |b′(z)z| ≤ czγ/2, for z larger than some positive constant z0.
Now, the fact that ρ and u solve (3.23) in the sense of renormalized solutions is
a direct consequence of the following general result (cf. [9, Corollary 4.1])
Lemma 3.5. Let Ω ⊆ RN be an arbitrary domain. Let,
ρ ∈ L2(Ω× (0, T ))
solve the continuity equation (3.23) in the sense of distributions with
u ∈ L2(0, T ;H10 (Ω)).
Then, ρ is a renormalized solution of (3.23) on Ω× (0, T ).
This result follows by applying the the regularizing operator v → [v]ω
x
given
by (3.7) (that is, taking the functions ϑω as test functions) to equation (3.23),
multiplying by B′(ρ) and taking the limit as ω → 0, wherein the convergence is
justified by the integrability properties of ρ and u assumed as hypotheses. We omit
the details.
Coming back to our present situation, as β > 2 and by virtue of (1.62) and
(1.63) we can apply directly this result in order to conclude that ρ and u indeed
satisfy (1.59).
In particular, in view of Remark 3.1 and using the fact that ρ ∈ L∞(0, T ;Lβ(Ω))
we can choose B(z) = z log(z) in (1.59) to conclude that the following equation is
satisfied in the sense of distributions on R2 × Ω:
(3.34) (ρ log(ρ))t + div(ρ log(ρ)u) + ρdivu = 0.
On the other hand, as ρε satisfies (1.39) a.e. on Ω × (0, T ), we can multiply
(1.39) by B′(ρε) to obtain
B(ρε)t + div(B(ρε)uε) +
(
B′(ρε)ρε −B(ρε)
)
divuε
= εdiv(1Ω∇B(ρε))− ε1ΩB′′(ρε)|∇ρε|2,(3.35)
for any function B ∈ C2(Ω) such that B(0) = 0 with B′ and B′′ uniformly bounded.
Accordingly, if B is convex, and taking into account the boundary conditions
(1.45), we have∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ζ
(
B′(ρε)ρε −B(ρε)
)
divudxds ≤
∫
Ω
B(ρ0)dx+
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ζtB(ρε)dxds,
for any ζ ∈ C∞[0, T ] with ζ(0) = 1 and ζ(T ) = 0.
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Approximating the function z → z log(z) by a sequence of convex functions B
as above we conclude that∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ζρεdivudxds ≤
∫
Ω
ρ0 log(ρ0)dx+
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ζtρε log(ρε)dxds.
Taking the limit as ε→ 0 we obtain∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ζρdivudxds ≤
∫
Ω
ρ0 log(ρ0)dx+
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ζtρ log(ρ)dxds,
where, as before, the over line stands for a weak limit of the sequence indexed by
ε. In particular, by (1.62), we can assume that ρε log(ρε) → ρ log(ρ) weakly in
L∞(0, T ;Lq(Ω)) for any q < β. As a consequence,
(3.36)
∫ t
0
∫
Ω
ρdivudxds ≤
∫
Ω
ρ0 log(ρ0)dx +
∫
Ω
ρ log(ρ)(t)dx,
for any Lebesgue point t of the function ρ log(ρ).
Similarly, using a test function ϕ(x, t) = ζ(t)η(x) in (3.34), where ζ and η are
smooth and ζ ≥ 0, η ≥ 0, η|Ω = 1, we obtain
(3.37)
∫ t
0
∫
Ω
ρdivudxds =
∫
Ω
ρ0 log(ρ0)dx −
∫
Ω
ρ log(ρ)(t)dx,
for t ∈ [0, T ]. Thus, from (3.36) and (3.37) we find the inequality
(3.38)
∫
Ω
(
ρ log(ρ)− ρ log(ρ))(t)dx ≤ ∫ t
0
∫
Ω
(
ρdivu− ρdivu)dxds,
for a.e. t ∈ [0, T ].
Using Lemma 3.3 we see that∫
O
(
ρdivu− ρdivu)dxds ≥ 1
λ+ 2µ
lim inf
ε→0
∫
O
(
(aργ+1ε + δρ
β+1
ε )− p
)
ρdxds,
for any compact O ⊆ Ω× (0, T ). Recall that
p = aργ + δρβ .
Now, as the function z → zβ is increasing we have
ρβ+1ε − ρβ ρ = (ρβε − ρβ)(ρε − ρ) + ρβ(ρε − ρ) + (ρβε − ρβ)ρ
≥ ρβ(ρε − ρ) + (ρβε − ρβ)ρ.
Moreover, by virtue of Lemma 3.2 we have that
ρε → ρ weakly in Lβ+1(O), ρβε → ρβ weakly in L(β+1)/β,
as ε→ 0. Thus, we conclude that
(3.39) lim inf
ε→0
∫
O
(
δρβ+1ε − δρβ ρ
)
dxds ≥ 0.
By the same token, we have that
(3.40) lim inf
ε→0
∫
O
(
aργ+1ε − aργ ρ
)
dxds ≥ 0,
and consequently, from (3.38) we get
(3.41)
∫
Ω
(
ρ log(ρ)− ρ log(ρ))(t)dx ≤ 0,
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for a.e. t.
Finally, using Lemma 3.1 we conclude that
ρ log(ρ) = ρ log(ρ),
which, is equivalent to the strong convergence
(3.42) ρε → ρ in L1(Ω× (0, T )) and a.e..
In fact, by applying Lemma 2.8 we have (1.66).
In particular, we have that (1.67) in the sense of distributions.
3.4. Conclusion. With the strong convergence of the densities we have that all
the nonlinearities present in the continuity and in the momentum equations are
accounted for. Taking into account (1.62)-(3.21) and also (1.66) and (1.67) we
conclude that the limit functions ρ, u, H and ψ solve the decoupled limit system
(1.52)–(1.56) with initial and boundary conditions (1.44) and (1.57), respectively,
and we have proved Theorem 1.2.
Let us recall that the regularized system (1.39)-(1.43) was proposed as a reg-
ularized Short Wave-Long Wave interaction between the MHD System and the
nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation. Due to the lack of regularity of solutions, and
in particular, due to the possible occurrence of vacuum in finite time, the Short
Wave-Long Wave interactions could not be made in a straightforward way, as the
Lagrangian transformation becomes singular in the presence of vacuum. To work
around these difficulties we defined the Lagrangian coordinate through a smooth
approximation uN of the velocity field of the fluid, given by (1.28), and accord-
ingly, by considering the limit as N →∞ satisfying (1.58), Theorem 1.2 serves the
purpose to legitimize the coordinates of the limiting Schro¨dinger equation to be
considered as the Lagrangian coordinate in a generalized sense.
In short, we have produced a finite-energy renormalized weak solution of the
two dimensional MHD equations as a limit of solutions of the regularized Short
Wave-Long Wave interactions.
Of course, there is one step left to complete the analysis, which consists in
analysing the limit as δ → 0. Although the techniques are similar to those contained
in this Section, there are a lot of limitations that have to be dealt with as we loose
uniform boundedness of the sequence of densities in the space L∞(0, T ;Lβ(Ω)).
In particular, Lemma 3.5 can no longer be applied as we do not know, a priori,
whether ρ ∈ L2(Ω × (0, T )). Let us recall that β was chosen conveniently large in
order to justify the analysis developed.
Fortunately, we are now dealing with the decoupled system involving the two
dimensional MHD equations and the nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation, and the ar-
guments in Section 5 of [15] can be followed literally line by line in order to justify
the passing to the limit as δ → 0 in equations (1.52)-(1.55). Finally, a simple ap-
plication of Aubin-Lions Lemma (Lemma 2.6) yields compactness of the sequence
of solutions of (1.56) as δ → 0.
In order to conclude we dedicate the following Section to quickly describe the
passage to the limit as δ → 0 as in [15, Section 5].
4. Vanishing artificial pressure
In the interest of analyzing the limit as δ → 0 we consider the limit problem
(1.70)–(1.74) subject to initial and boundary conditions (1.75) and (1.76).
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Recall that we assume the initial data to be smooth in order to carry out the
Faedo-Galerkin method from Section 2. This constraint may be removed and we can
consider more general initial data by means of approximation by smooth functions.
For system (1.70)-(1.74) above we consider initial data in (1.75) satisfying (1.77).
Accordingly, we consider a sequence of approximate initial data denoted by
(ρ0δ,u0δ,H0δ, ψ0δ) such that
(i)
ρ0δ is smooth and satisfies ∇ρ0δ · n, 0 < δ ≤ ρ0δ ≤ δ−1/2β ,(4.1)
ρ0δ → ρ0 in Lγ(Ω), |{x ∈ Ω : ρ0δ < ρ0}| → 0,(4.2)
as δ → 0.
(ii)
(4.3) m0δ(x) =
{
m0(x), if ρ0δ(x) ≥ ρ0(x),
0, if ρ0δ(x) < ρ0(x),
(iii) H0δ → H0 in L2(Ω), and
(iv) ψ0δ → ψ0 in H10 (Ω).
As aforementioned, once we have Theorem 1.2, the proof of Theorem 1.3 follows
by repeating line by line the arguments in [15, Section 5]. We refer to reader to
[15] for the details. The convergence of ψδ to a solution of the cubic NLS follows
trivially by Aubin-Lions lemma (see [19, 1]).
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